Occlusion of low-frequency-induced, heterosynaptic long-term potentiation in the rat hippocampus in vivo following spatial training.
Recent work has shown that some low-frequency stimulation (LFS) protocols can induce long-term potentiation (LTP) at hippocampal synapses. As LFS mimics certain aspects of low-frequency oscillations during slow-wave sleep, LFS-LTP may be relevant to processes of sleep-dependent consolidation. Here, alternating LFS (1 Hz) of heterosynaptic inputs arising in the medial septum and area CA3 induced LTP at hippocampal CA1 synapses of anesthetized rats. Remarkably, this LTP was absent when delivered 3 h, but not 8 or 24 h, after training in the hidden platform version of the Morris water maze, suggesting a time-specific occlusion of LFS-LTP following spatial learning. LTP assessed 3 h after training was intact in yoked swim controls and rats trained in darkness. Visible platform training resulted in heterogeneous effects, with about half of the animals showing LTP occlusion. Pharmacological experiments revealed that N-methyl-d-aspartate (NMDA)-receptor activation was required for both LFS-LTP and the retention of spatial learning. To test whether a learning-related, NMDA-dependent potentiation accounted for the occlusion effect, we blocked NMDA receptors immediately following spatial training. This manipulation reversed LTP occlusion 3 h after training. Together, these experiments indicate a mechanistic overlap between heterosynaptically induced LFS-LTP and processes mediating the consolidation of spatial information at hippocampal synapses.